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Quarterly review Q1 2021 
 

Order Intake still negatively influenced by Covid 19 
 

Highlights: 

 
 Order intake of EUR 48 million, compared to EUR 130 million over the same period in 

2020; the latter figure being exceptionally high compared to the two previous years. 
 Still significant is the impact of the Covid 19 epidemic causing a delayed decision 

among our customers. 
 Contribution margin in line with the expectations 

 
 

Markets and regions: 

 

 
 
 
The figures are no longer presented in three Regions as before but in five Clusters, 
according to the organization set up in December 2020. 
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Overview by region (by contracting company): 

Order Intake in kEur 
  2021 YTD 2020 YTD 
EMEA 13.037 67.511 
NA 10.732 27.447 
LATAM 7.062 523 
APAC 9.288 27.071 
India 7.686 7.370 
TOTAL 47.805 129.922 

 
EMEA 
 
The Cluster figures were impacted by a delay in decision-making by contractors, for new 
projects and major renovations. Order intake mainly corresponds to Customer Service 
contracts. 
 
The outlook for the second quarter is, however, encouraging and should help make-up for 
the delay. Projects, for which Hamon should be selected, will soon be awarded in various 
very active fields such as co-generation and combined cycle power plants, as well as the 
district and the data center cooling and the waste incineration plants. 
 
North America 
 
Cluster order intake also mainly consists of Customer Service contracts. However, we note 
the award of a contract for a new wet ESP for an incineration plant outside the cluster, this 
segment is not very active in the United States. However, an important project in this area 
should be decided quickly. Hamon has a mix of air treatment technologies that are perfectly 
suited to this type of application, which allows the Group to be well positioned. Regarding 
Heat Recovery, a major contract is expected to be awarded in the Middle East. 
 
Iberia – Latam 
 
The order book linked to activities in the Iberian Peninsula is generated mainly by Customer 
Service, where Esindus, the company taken over by the Group last December is well 
established. Activity in Latin America revolves more around new projects and major 
renovations. 
 
APAC 
The main orders are a large cooling tower for petrochemicals in Malaysia and a bag filter for 
a cement plant in Poland via a Chinese EPC. The activity of our Korean and Chinese offices 
with local EPCs is very busy and should lead to new contracts, whether in cooling or air 
treatment in various fields such as geothermal energy or refineries and petrochemicals. 
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India 
 
Two large cooling tower projects for a refinery in Rajasthan have been awarded to Hamon. 
There are still many short and medium-term projects, but the development of Covid 19 in the 
country will more than likely shift the decision-making process. 

 

Glossary 

 New orders: the new projects for which a contract or an award document has been signed between 
Hamon and the customer, during a given period. 

 Order backlog: at a given date, the end value of all of the orders received by Hamon, or the difference 
between the value of the contracts and the sales revenue recorded to date for the contracts. 

 
 
 
For additional information: 
 
Hamon Investors Relations     investorsrelations@hamon.com 
Fabrice Orban, CEO      fabrice.orban@hamon.com 
Quentin Biart, CFO       quentin.biart@hamon.com 
  
 
Financial calendar: 
 
Publication of H1 2021 results 10 September 2021 
 
 
 
Hamon Group profile: 
 
Hamon Group is global player in the field of engineering and contracting (engineering, 
construction and project management). Hamon Group's activities are at the forefront of the 
fight to protect the environment. Hamon designs, builds, installs and ensures the 
maintenance of capital goods by developing and implementing the best available 
technologies. Hamon contributes to the improvement of energy efficiency and to reducing 
the environmental impact of its customers, of power plants and of industry in general. 
Regardless of the location or the facility (cooling, fume treatment or heat recovery), Hamon 
always offers sustainable and socially responsible solutions.  
 
 


